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Abstract. Today, bibliographic digital libraries play an important role in helping members of academic community search for novel research. In particular,
author disambiguation for citations is a major problem during the data integration and cleaning process, since author names are usually very ambiguous. For
solving this problem, we proposed two kinds of correlations between citations,
namely, Topic Correlation and Web Correlation, to exploit relationships between citations, in order to identify whether two citations with the same author
name refer to the same individual. The topic correlation measures the similarity
between research topics of two citations; while the Web correlation measures
the number of co-occurrence in web pages. We employ a pair-wise grouping algorithm to group citations into clusters. The results of experiments show that
the disambiguation accuracy has great improvement when using topic correlation and Web correlation, and Web correlation provides stronger evidences
about the authors of citations.
Keywords: Citation clustering, Citation analysis, Author disambiguation.

1 Introduction
Today, many digital libraries, such as DBLP and Citeseer, collect a large number of
publication records, which are called “citations” in this paper, in order to provide a
bibliography search service for academic community, since researchers often need to
search for the latest work in their interests and use citation counts to measure the
impact for a specific researcher. To have a consistent, accurate and up-to-date citation
dataset is a very important task for all digital libraries. However, for various reasons,
such as incomplete citation information or authors with the same name, digital libraries cannot always correctly map citations to authors [1, 2, 3]. For example, Han et al.
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[1] found that the author page of “Yu Chen” contains citations authored by three individuals with the same name; Lee et al. [3] also found that the page of “Wei Wang”
contains at least citations authored by four individuals. This problem is called the
“name ambiguity problem”, which means that multiple individuals share the same
name. In recent years, name disambiguation has become a major challenge when
integrating data from multiple sources in bibliographic digital libraries [3]. It needs
more information to exploit the relationships between citations in order to improve
the accuracy of name disambiguation [4].
In this paper, our contribution is to propose a novel solution for the name disambiguation problem by using two kinds of correlations between citations, namely,
Topic Correlation and Web Correlation, to enrich insufficient citation information.
For topic correlation, it is assumed that every researcher focuses on few research
topics, and each of his/her publication is related to those topics. If two citations with
the same author name have related topics, there is high probability that they belong to
the same individual. To measure the topic relationships between citations, a topic
association network is built by using the association rule mining technique [5]. We
measure the strength of topic correlation between citations by the distances between
them in the topic association network. For Web correlation, if two citations co-occur
in a web page, such as the author’s or co-author’s publication list, they are probably
related to the same researcher. The Web correlation is measured by the occurrence
number of citations in the Web pages. After calculating these features, a pair-wise
grouping algorithm is used to group the citations into clusters. Through extensive
experiments, the average disambiguation accuracy for our system increases from 49%
to 75% when both the topic correlation and Web correlation are used; in addition,
both the average clustering precision and recall rates are satisfactory (more than 90%
and 75%, respectively), i.e., most citations in a cluster refer to the same individual.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related
work, and Section 3 describes the proposed disambiguation approach. In Section 4,
we detail and discuss the experiment results. Finally, in Section 5, we present our
conclusions and indicate the direction of our future work.

2 Related Work
A great deal of research has focused on the name disambiguation problem in different
types of data, such as geographic name disambiguation [6], biomedical term disambiguation [7], and personal name disambiguation [8]. Several papers [1, 9, 10, 11]
have also focused on using the content in citations to solve the name disambiguation
problem. However, the success of existing approaches has been limited due to insufficient information in the content of citations. To resolve this problem, some relational
information is used to facilitate the disambiguation task. For example, Han et al. [12]
try to improve disambiguation accuracy by clustering title words and venue words
with similar concepts. Song et al. [13] introduce the relationships between authors and
topics in citations to improve the disambiguation accuracy by extracting the wordbased relationships for each topic. More recently, some work [4, 14, 15, 16, 17] tries
to solve the problem by gathering Web pages related to citations.
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In general, prior work can be categorized into supervised classification approaches
[2, 10, 18, 19] and unsupervised clustering approaches [1, 13]. The supervised classification approaches try to model all authors’ patterns from a set of training data, since
the data usually provides insight into how to capture implicit domain knowledge, and
this method can be quite accurate and reliable when the dataset is good enough. For
the unsupervised approaches, ambiguous citations are clustered into groups of distinct
authors by measuring the similarities between the attributes in the citations.

3 Proposed Approach
3.1 Topic Correlation
We consider two characteristics of the academic research. First, the publications’
venue information in citations briefly represents the topics; for example, the full name
of JCDL (the Joint Conference on Digital Libraries) covers several interesting topics,
such as “information visualization” and “data mining”, but its main topic is “digital
libraries.” Second, researchers (authors) often have specific research topics, so their
publications should closely relate to their research topics; i.e., the topics of same author have the associated relationships among them.
Based on these facts, we extract citations’ topics from venue information and discover the topic-based relationships to build a topic association network by using association rule mining technique [5]. We then measure the strength of topic correlation
between two citations based on the distances between them in the topic association
network. If the strength of the topic correlation is high enough, the citations may have
higher probability to refer to the same person.
3.1.1 Topic Association Network
First, we extract the phrases from the venue of each citation by using a knowledgebased database in which each phrase is viewed as a topic of citation. A collection of
topics of an author’s citations is seen as a single transaction; for example, an author has
two citations that belong to two topics, namely, “artificial intelligence” and “machine
learning”, and a transaction is {“artificial intelligence”, “machine learning”}. We then
look for frequent itemsets, i.e., groups of topics that commonly occur together.
We derive association rules from 2-itemsets whose support and confidence values are
higher than the predefined thresholds by using the Apriori algorithm [20]. Here, the
confidence value determines a primary-secondary relationship between topics. Since the
confidence of a rule represents common items as consequents and rare items as antecedents, so we define the consequents as the main topics and antecedents as their
sub-topics. The rules are grouped by constructing a directed graph in which a vertex
represents a topic, an edge represents a primary-secondary relationship and the weight
of an edge represents the confidence value of the rule; for example, we have two rules,
{“machine learning”}=>{“artificial intelligence”} and {“natural language processing”}=>{“artificial intelligence”}, and can infer that “artificial intelligence” is the main
topic, “machine learning” and “natural language processing” are its sub-topics.
Since the graph is highly connected, two topics are usually connected even if they
are not related. We apply hMETIS [21], a k-way hypergraph partition algorithm, to
split the hypergraph into several clusters in which the topics are closely related. We
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call these clusters a topic association network. The strength of the topic correlation
between citations is based on the distances between the citations in the network. If the
distance between the topics of two citations is small, the topics are related; therefore,
the citations may belong to the same author.
3.2 Web Correlation
For the Web Correlation, our basic assumption is that researchers’ citations are usually listed in their publication lists or even listed in their co-authors’ publication lists.
Based on this assumption, if two citations occur in the same Web page, it shows high
probability to belong to the same individual. Hence, we use the co-occurrence times
for two citations in Web pages as the Web Correlation.
As a paper title is essential for a citation, we use each title to query a search engine,
and then retrieve all the URLs of Web pages as candidates for the publication lists
(more detailed results are in the paper [17]). However, to collect the publication lists
edited by humans only, we filter the URLs of several digital libraries. The remaining
URLs are taken as the valid data source for Web correlation. If two citations appear in
the same URL, we use them as an instance of Web correlation.
3.3 Pair-Wise Grouping Algorithm
The pair-wise grouping algorithm includes a pair-wise similarity measure, a binary
classifier, and a cluster filter. The steps of the algorithm are as follows: (1) Generate
pairs of citations by using similarity metrics. (2) Use the training data to train a binary
classifier. (3) Apply the classifier to determine whether the pairs are matched. (4)
Combine the predicted results to group the citations into appropriate clusters. (5)
Filter out the pairs that would cause the clusters sparse.
3.3.1 Pair-Wise Similarity Metrics
A citation is represented as a collection of five attributes, i.e., coauthor, title, venue,
topic, and Web attributes. The pair-wise grouping algorithm calculates the similarity
scores between the corresponding attributes of any two citations by using different
types of similarity metrics.
3.3.1.1 Similarity Metrics for Coauthor, Title, and Venue. For the three attributes,
coauthor, title and venue, we propose two similarity metrics. The details of each similarity metric are as follows.
¾ Cosine Similarity Metric (CSM)
The cosine similarity metric, also called the cosine distance function, is used to estimate the similarity between two vectors (or attributes). It is very suitable to calculate
the similarity for the paper title attribute, because each title can be treated as a vector
of words. The cosine similarity score of two attributes X and Y, CSM(X, Y), is calculated as follows.
CSM ( X , Y ) =

∑ TFIDF ( f , X ) ⋅ TFIDF ( f ,Y )

,

f ∈ X ∩Y

∑ TFIDF ( f , X )

f ∈X

2

⋅

∑ TFIDF ( f , Y )
f ∈Y

2

(1)
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where f is a feature in X or Y, TFIDF(f, X) is the TFIDF (term frequency-inverse
document frequency) weight of f in X, and TFIDF(f , Y) is the TFIDF weight of f in Y.
If a corresponding attribute of two citations has several similar or common features
with high TFIDF weights, the cosine similarity score for that attribute will be closer to
1, which means that the two works were probably authored by the same individual.
¾ Modified Sigmoid Function (MSF)
The CSM, however, may not be able to retrieve an important feature when the
frequency of the feature is low; for example, the TFIDF method cannot correctly
measure the similarity for the field of coauthors’ names. To resolve the problem, we
propose the MSF metric, which is based on the co-occurrences of features in two
corresponding feature sets. When the number of common features in two feature sets
is increased, the similarity score will be increased exponentially. Given two attributes,
X and Y, the similarity score MSF(X, Y) is calculated as follows.
1
⎧
⎪
MSF ( X , Y ) = ⎨1 + e −( X ∩Y −α )
⎪⎩
0

if X ∩ Y ≠ φ ,

(2)

otherwise

where |X∩Y| is the number of features at the intersection of X and Y. The shift value α
is a parameter used to adjust the MSF metric for different attributes and should be
decreased if citations authored by the same individual frequently have few identical
features, such as coauthors; Otherwise, it should be increased. By applying the MSF,
the similarity score of two citations will be closer to 1 when they have several identical features for the same attribute.
3.3.1.2 Similarity Metrics for Topic Correlation. Topic correlation is based on the
concept that if the topics of two citations are related, the citations probably refer to the
same individual. We use the Topic Similarity Metric (TSM) to model our concept.
¾ Topic Similarity Metric (TSM)
As mentioned previously, we build a topic association network to model the relationships between topics. Two citations may have an associated relationship in terms
of their topics, even though their venue attributes yield low similarity scores based on
CSM and MSF. The similarity score of two topics X and Y, TSM(X, Y), is calculated
as follows.
w( X , Y )
⎧
if X , Y ∈ G
⎪1 −
TSM ( X , Y ) = ⎨ {maxa,b∈G w(a, b)} + 1
⎪⎩
0
otherwise

,

(3)

where G is the topic association network, and w(X,Y) is the sum of edge weights from
topic X to Y, or vice versa, in G. The maximum sum of weights between any two
topics in G is used for normalization. To avoid getting 0 as the TSM metric, we add
the denominator by 1. If w(X,Y) is small, which means the two topics are close in the
network, their TSM similarity score will be close to 1.
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3.3.1.3 Similarity Metrics for Web Correlation. Web correlation is based on the
concept that if citations co-appear in the same web pages many times, they are probably authored by the same researcher. To measure this concept, we use the Maximum
Normalized Document Frequency (MNDF), which is described below.
¾ Maximum Normalized Document Frequency (MNDF)
Because citations containing identical URLs are included in the same Web pages,
authors’ publication lists can be identified by finding the URLs with the highest citation frequency at the intersection of any two citations’ Web attributes. Given two
Web attributes, X and Y, we calculate their MNDF similarity score, MNDF(X, Y), as
follows.
⎧ Max ( DFf )
⎪ f ∈ X ∩Y
if X ∩ Y ≠ φ
MNDF( X , Y ) = ⎨ Max( DFf )
⎪ ∀f
0
otherwise
⎩

,
(4)

where DFf is the number of citations that contain the URL f, i.e., the citation frequency of f. If two citations have a common URL and the number of citations in an
ambiguous citation set is close to the maximum citation frequency, their MNDF similarity score will be close to 1.
3.3.2 Binary Classifier
After generating the pair-wise vectors of any two citations, we adopt a supervised
learning method to capture authors’ writing patterns and distinction between different
authors’ citations. Specifically, a binary classifier is used to learn the distribution of
pair-wise vectors. Moreover, to deal with the unbalanced data problem, it should be
trained by increasing the penalty for falsely matched pairs in the training phase until
the most accurate disambiguation result is obtained.
Next, the pairs predicted as matched are used to build citation clusters. The citations are clustered by constructing an undirected graph, in which a vertex represents a
citation, and an edge represents a matched pair; that is, two vertices are connected if
the pair of citations is predicted as matched. Connected components in the graph are
deemed citation clusters and citations in different clusters are identified as belonging
to different authors.
3.3.3 Cluster Filter
Due to the impact of boundary errors caused by the binary classifier, a falsely
matched pairs could merge clusters into one large cluster in the graph and thereby
affects the final result. To deal with this problem, we propose using a cluster filter
based on graph structure detection. The citations would be connected densely by filtering out the bridges in the graph.
In the cluster filter, a threshold is set for choosing which bridges should be removed. Then, a bridge is removed if the numbers of vertices in two separate, but
connected, components are above the given threshold. After all the relevant bridges
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have been removed, the remaining citations are connected more densely in the clusters and represent the disambiguation result.

4 Experiments
4.1 Experiment Setting and Evaluation Method
In our experiments, we use the dataset constructed by Han et al. [1], which contain the
citations collected from the DBLP Website. Each citation consists of the three basic
attributes discussed previously, namely, coauthor, title and venue. Han et al. selected
14 popular author names to create their dataset and manually labeled the citations in
each author name for evaluation. We select the authors who have at least 2 citations
as the dataset, where there are 476 individual authors and 8,441 citations. To increase
the complexity of this problem as Han’s work did [1], all author names were reduced
to the initial of the first name plus the last name. In addition, the title words and venue
words are pre-processed by stemming and stop-word elimination. For the details,
please refer to [1].
To construct the topic association network, we discover the topic-based relationships in the dataset. Due to the small numbers of transactions in our dataset (there are
476 authors in our dataset, but the total numbers of authors in DBLP are approximately 468,000), association rules with low support and confidence values are discovered for the most part. We set the support threshold s at 3 and the confidence
threshold c at 0 for retaining most of information after observing several experimental
results. There are 209 topics in total, and we identify four main topics in the graph,
namely, “architecture and networking”, “artificial intelligence”, “multimedia”, and
“information retrieval”; therefore, we set the k value of hMETIS at 4 in the topic
association network. Moreover, to measure Web correlation, we use each citation’s
title to query Google’s search engine in order to collect authors’ publication lists.
To deal with the unbalanced data problem, we adopted the C-SVC binary classifier
with an RBF kernel function, implemented by LibSVM1, which is the weighted SVM
for unbalanced data. We divided the dataset into two parts because we needed training
data for the binary classifier. The data of author names, which are from “A. Gupta” to
“J. Robinson”, were called Part I, and the others were called Part II. When one part
was used for training, the other was used for testing. To define the appropriate parameters for the binary classifier and cluster filter, we followed a grid method to scan
all sets of parameters. The SVM parameters were set as C-+:C+-=1:4, γ=8 when Part I
was used as training data, and as C-+:C+-=1:8, γ=8 when Part II was used. Moreover,
the shift value α in the MSF metric was set at 4 for three attributes and the threshold
of the cluster filter was set at 5 after observing several experimental results.
We evaluate the experiment results in terms of the disambiguation accuracy, which
is calculated by dividing the sum of correctly clustered citations by the total number
of citations in the dataset [1]. Besides the disambiguation accuracy, we use two traditional evaluation methods, namely, precision rate and recall rate (as used in [16]),
to represent the effect of the clustering result and the effect of attributes on author
disambiguation.
1

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm
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4.2 Experiment Results
4.2.1 Performance Evaluation
We compared our disambiguation results with those of Han et al. [1], as shown in Fig. 1.
The results show that the disambiguation accuracy for some author names in our
approach was better than that achieved by Han’s method when both topic correlation and
Web correlation were not used (only using three basic attributes), especially in the four
author names: “A. Gupta”, “C. Chen”, “M. Miller”, and “Y. Chen”. Even so, the disambiguation accuracy for several author names was worse than that achieved by the K-way
spectral clustering method. The reason is because the impact of each attribute varies for
different author name, but the binary classifier is trained for all cases, which may cause
some variance for different author names.
K-way spectral clustering method [1]
Proposed approach (without topic correlation and Web correlation)
Proposed approach (with topic correlation only)
Proposed approach (with Web correlation only)
Proposed approach (with both topic correlation and Web correlation)
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8: J. Sm ith, 9: K. Tanaka, 10: M. Brow n, 11: M. Jone s, 12: M. Miller, 13: S. Lee , 14: Y. Che n

Fig. 1. Comparison of Han’s K-way spectral clustering method and our approach

We can easily see that when only using topic correlation, the disambiguation accuracy was higher than both the Han’s result and the result without using either correlation, even though only some author names, “A. Gupta”, “C. Chen”, and “Y. Chen”,
showed great improvements. It is reasonable to ask why topic correlation did not yield
the obvious improvements in the experiment. The major reason is that, to discover the
associations among topics by using association rule mining, a large number of transactions are needed. There are two issues should be discussed. First, due to the small
number of transactions in the dataset, many related topics and relationships cannot be
discovered. For example, two topics, namely, “digital library” and “knowledge management”, should have a close relationship in the topic association network; however,
this relationship was filtered because the number of transactions that include two
topics is lower than the predefined support threshold. Therefore, the edge between
“digital library” and “knowledge management” was not listed in the topic association
network; besides, the topic “knowledge management” did not even listed in the network because all support values of the association rules that included it are lower than
our threshold. Second, for retaining most of information, we set the support and confidence thresholds with low values. It may cause that the incorrect edges existed in the
topic association network. For example, two topics “vldb” and “software engineering”
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should not have an edge in the topic association network; however, in the topic association network, there was an edge between them, which has low support value 3 and
low confidence value 0.167. Therefore, several incorrect edges still existed in the
topic association network, and several pairs of citations led to incorrect measurement
of the topic correlation. Besides, only 53.5% of the citations had topics listed in the
network and can use the topic correlation information for author disambiguation as a
result. These are the limitations of our experiments.
On the other hand, when only Web correlation was used, the disambiguation accuracy for most author names improved substantially, so the information provided by
Web correlation helped resolve the disambiguation problem. Although the proposed
approach with Web correlation performed well, there are some unexpected results in
the dataset; for example, the disambiguation accuracy of the author name “A. Gupta”
is impaired because two individuals with the name “A. Gupta” coauthored the same
papers. Consequently, many citations for the two individuals were clustered together.
Proposed approach (without topic correlation and Web correlation)
Proposed approach (with topic correlation only)
Proposed approach (with Web correlation only)
Proposed approach (with both topic correlation and Web correlation)
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Fig. 2. The clustering precision and recall rates of our approach

When both correlations are used, we can see that Web correlation plays an important role in the author disambiguation task. Topic correlation also provides associations among citations, even though their venues have lower similarity measures based
on string-based methods; for example, the accuracy of the author names “A. Gupta”
and “J. Martin”, was 51.3% and 68.8% when only Web correlation was used.
However, by leveraging topic correlation, the accuracy of each dataset improves substantially (65% and 76.8%, respectively). In summary, the average disambiguation
accuracy (75%) is higher than that without topic and Web correlations (49%) and
Han’s result (55% approximately).
We also calculated the precision and recall rates to evaluate our clustering results.
As shown in Fig. 2, the clustering precision rates of most author names were high
when both topic correlation and Web correlation were used. This means that most
citations in the same cluster definitely belong to the same author. We also observe
that both topic correlation and Web correlation enhance the clustering recall rates,
which means an author’s citations would be grouped into the same cluster, not separated into several clusters. The results show that Web correlation improves the recall
rates markedly, but topic correlation does not. As mentioned previously, the major
reason is the limitations of the experiments on topic correlation.
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4.2.2 Attribute Analysis
We clustered the citations of our dataset using multiple similarity thresholds to determine an attribute’s similarity. In other words, the binary classifier and cluster filter
were not applied in this experiment. A citation pair was labeled as matched if its similarity score was higher than the given threshold. Note that all the similarity scores are
in the range 0 to 1. The ROC curves of the dataset are illustrated in Fig. 3.
1
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Fig. 3. The ROC curves for each attribute

≧

We observe that topic correlation yields higher clustering precision rates ( 0.7)
and lower clustering recall rates ( 0.5) when we set different similarity thresholds.
As mentioned previously, only 53.5% of citations could be connected in the graph if
TSM similarity scores of the pairs of these citations were above the threshold. The
remaining citations did not have topics in the topic association network, so they did
not have edges to connect with other topics in the graph; therefore, the precision rate
was enhanced, but the improvement in the recall rate was limited. Besides, because
the graph has the unidirectional and transitivity properties in this experiment, the
citations belonging to two sub-topics were connected with each other even though
two topics are not related to each other in the topic association network; for example,
in a topic association network, we may find a topic “information process” has two
sub-topics, “medical informatics” and “public key cryptography”, which are not related to each other. However, in this experiment, the citations belonging to two subtopics were connected with each other. Therefore, the precision and recall rates were
influenced. That also explains why topic correlation did not work well.
The results also show that Web correlation achieves a high clustering precision rate
( 0.9) when the clustering recall rate is lower than 0.5, which means the feature
provides useful information with less noise for disambiguation. Of the three basic
attributes, the coauthor attribute provides the most useful information for disambiguation, and title is slightly better than venue. In addition, disambiguation information
derived by the MSF metric contains less noise than that obtained by the CSM metric.

≦

≧

5 Conclusion
We have addressed the problem of disambiguating citations for different authors with
the same name. To solve the problem, we use additional information to exploit the
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relationships between citations. We discover the implied topic-based relationships in
citations to leverage name disambiguation, and show that the accuracy of disambiguation can be improved significantly by considering the publication lists on the Web.
Our experiment results show that the average disambiguation accuracy improves from
49% to 75%, and both average precision and recall rates are satisfactory. In summary,
our contribution is to group citations of the same author into the correct cluster more
accurately, and proposes a useful solution for name disambiguation improvements.
In the future, we plan to enhance the approach in the following two directions:
First, we will find out more transactions about research topics from other existent
larger datasets, such as DBLP, ACM Digital Library and Citeseer. Second, we now
only consider the Web pages edited by humans to measure Web correlation without
using other existent digital libraries. In practice, an author’s citations are not always
listed on his/her publication list, or the publication list may not be available on the
Web. In a future work, we will modify the way to measure the Web correlation by
scaling other Web resources to disambiguate author citations more accurately. Furthermore, we will practically apply this approach to deal with the disambiguation
problem in real world.
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